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Abstract18

19

1. State-space models are an increasingly common and important tool in the quantita-20

tive ecologists’ armoury, particularly for the analysis of time series data. This is due21

to both their flexibility and intuitive structure, describing the different individual22

processes of a complex system, thus simplifying the model specification step.23

2. State-space models are composed of two processes (i) the system (or state) process24

that describes the dynamics of the true underlying state of the system over time; and25

(ii) the observation process that links the observed data with the current true state26

of the system at that time. Specification of the general model structure consists27

of considering each distinct ecological process within the system and observation28

processes, which are then automatically combined within the state-space structure.29

3. There is typically a trade-off between the complexity of the model and the associ-30

ated model-fitting process. Simpler model specifications permit the application of31

simpler model-fitting tools; whereas more complex model specifications, with non-32

linear dynamics and/or non-Gaussian stochasticity often require more sophisticated33

model-fitting algorithms to be applied.34

4. We provide a brief overview of general state-space models before focusing on the35

different model-fitting tools available. In particular for different general state-space36

model structures we discuss established model-fitting tools that are available. We37

also offer practical guidance for choosing a specific fitting procedure.38

39

Keywords: hidden Markov model; Kalman filter; Laplace approximation; likelihood-40

free methods; Markov chain Monte Carlo; Sampling-based methods; Sequential Monte41

Carlo.42
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1 Introduction43

State-space models have become increasingly popular in the modeling of ecological time-series44

data due to their flexible and intuitive structure that includes multiple component processes.45

In particular, state-space models are composed from individual biological processes that46

drive the system’s underlying temporal dynamics (i.e., the state process) and the observation47

processes that link the observed data to this state (or system) process (i.e., the observation48

process). The state process is generally constructed from biological knowledge that describes49

the dynamics of the ecological system over time as a function of directly interpretable model50

parameters. However, the underlying states are generally unobserved, and all inference on the51

model parameters comes from statistically disentangling state dynamics from the observed52

data. Ecological applications of state-space models include for example, the analysis of53

telemetry data (Hooten et al., 2017; Patterson et al., 2017), fisheries stock assessment (Millar54

and Meyer, 2000; de Valpine and Hilborn, 2005; Aeberhard et al., 2018), population dynamics55

(Newman et al., 2014; Buckland et al., 2004), capture-recapture-type data (King, 2014) and56

biodiversity (Kindsvater et al., 2018).57

For further in-depth discussion of ecological state-space models, and additional examples,58

see Auger-Méthé et al. (2021) and Newman et al. (2009). The special case of discrete-valued59

states may lead to hidden Markov models (HMMs), which McClintock et al. (2021) recently60

reviewed with an emphasis on ecological applications. In this review we focus on the situation61

where the underlying states are continuous-valued.62

In practice there is a trade-off between the complexity of the state-space model specifi-63

cation and the associated computational model-fitting challenges. Simpler biological models64

that reduce the system complexity and/or use Gaussian distributional assumptions that lead65

to an analytically tractable likelihood function are relatively easy to fit. Conversely, more66

biologically realistic models (e.g., with non-linear dynamics and/or non-Gaussian distribu-67

tional assumptions) lead to a more complex and analytically intractable likelihood expression68

that require more sophisticated model-fitting algorithms, often with trade-offs between ac-69

curacy and efficiency. In this paper we provide a focused discussion of the model-fitting70

challenges of modern general ecological state-space models. In particular, we describe the71
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different model-fitting approaches and associated algorithms that can be applied to state-72

space models dependent on the properties of the specified model. In practice, there is no73

dominant algorithm that is universally the “best” for all ecological state-space models; in-74

stead the performance of different model-fitting tools depends on the particular form, and75

observed data, of the state-space model (Fasiolo et al., 2016).76

2 State-space models77

State-space models (SSMs) are a convenient and useful representation of the processes that78

generate time-series data as they separate these into (i) a state model that describes the79

dynamics of the true underlying (unobserved or partially observed) state of the system over80

time; and (ii) an observation model that describes how observed data are stochastic functions81

of the true underlying state. Different authors define SSMs more narrowly or broadly. Here82

we focus on SSMs for discrete-time, continuous-valued, first-order (Markov) states, a special83

case of hidden process models (Newman et al., 2006, 2014).84

We start with a general form for SSMs. Let the observed (possibly multivariate) time-85

series data over the set of observation times t = 1, . . . , T be denoted by y1:T = {y1, . . . ,yT },86

where yt is an (K×1) observation vector. The data, y1:T , depend on latent (or unobservable)87

states, α1:T = {α1, . . . ,αT }, where αt is an (n × 1) state vector. While the elements of88

αt are typically unknown, or partially observed, they are governed by a stochastic model89

that describes the ecological dynamics of the system and induce dependence (e.g., temporal90

correlation) among the data. The SSM is described by:91

Observation model : f(yt|αt,θ), t = 1, . . . , T ; (1)

State model : g(αt|αt−1,θ), t = 1, . . . , T, (2)

where f and g are probability density functions, which in full generality could be time-92

varying. The observation and state models are parameterised by the parameters of both the93

ecological dynamics and the observation process, θ. An important feature that directly in-94

fluences model-fitting algorithms relates to the conditional independence assumptions. First,95
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the latent states, αt, are assumed to be first-order Markov; second, the observation at time t,96

yt, given αt, is independent of previous observations and states. See Durbin and Koopman97

(2012) and Sarkka (2013) for further discussion of general SSMs.98

The model specification is completed by an initial state distribution. This may be ex-99

pressed for states at time 0 or time 1, g(α0|θ) or g(α1|θ). Typically, different rationales100

are used to choose the form of distribution. For example, it is often assumed to be simple101

and uninformative, with large variance(s); or if the state dynamics are ecologically stable,102

the equilibrium distribution of the system process may be used (de Valpine and Hastings,103

2002). For structured population models, the stable age- or stage-distribution may be used104

with unknown population size (Besbeas and Morgan, 2012).105

The associated likelihood for θ results by expressing the joint density of latent states and106

observations, and then integrating out (marginalising over) the states. For the SSM above,107

due to the two independence assumptions, the likelihood can be expressed in sequential form:108

L(θ|y1:T ) =

∫
p(y1:T ,α0:T |θ)dα0:T

=

∫
g(α0|θ)×

[
T∏
t=1

f(yt|αt,θ)g(αt|αt−1,θ)

]
dα0:T . (3)

The term p(y1:T ,α0:T |θ) denotes the joint likelihood (probability distribution) of the data109

and latent states, given the parameters θ. The term “complete-data likelihood” is often used110

for p(y1:T ,α0:T |θ), and “missing data” for α0:T , even when they are not missing but rather111

unmeasurable. In contrast, the likelihood, L(θ|y1:T ), is often referred to as the “observed-112

data likelihood”. The integral in the likelihood is analytically intractable for general SSMs,113

with no closed form expression. Closed form likelihood expressions do exist for two special114

cases: (i) linear and Gaussian (LG-)SSMs (see Section 3.1); and (ii) for a finite set of discrete-115

valued latent states that lead to HMMs (see Section 3.2.2).116

We note that SSMs are a special case of a more general class of models called hierarchical117

or multi-level models. The main idea is that the observed data, which are random variables118

at one level, depend upon another set of random variables, generally not observed directly,119

the latent variables, at a higher level. Classical random or fixed effects models are special120
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cases of hierarchical models with two levels. Hierarchical models are often analysed in a121

Bayesian framework (Berliner, 1996; Cressie et al., 2009) that adds a third (or higher) level,122

namely prior probability distributions for the parameters of the distributions for the second123

level of the latent variables. Hierarchical models can characterise spatial data (Cressie, 2015)124

and spatio-temporal data (Wikle et al., 2019). Our focus here is narrower as we are only125

considering time series data within a hierarchical framework.126

One of the most desirable features on hierarchical models is the divide-and-conquer ap-127

proach to analysing potentially complex processes whereby attention can be focused on in-128

dividual levels. With SSMs, for example, scientists and subject matter specialists can bring129

their expertise to bear in the formulation of the state process model while statisticians can130

focus on formulation of the observation process model linked to the state. In this paper we131

are admittedly just sketching the basic structures of state and observation models with little132

discussion of particular complex formulations that are possible—many such examples can be133

found in Auger-Méthé et al. (2021).134

3 Model-fitting135

The goals of model-fitting for SSMs vary depending on objectives and include estimating136

model parameters (θ), estimating latent states (α0:T ), and/or forecasting of future latent137

states/observations (αT+k/yT+k). Estimates of θ provide information about the mechanisms138

driving the state process dynamics; whereas estimates of α0:T provide information about the139

true state of nature.140

Our focus is on estimation of θ and we present a variety of classical and Bayesian infer-141

ential procedures. The primary inferential challenges, with the exception of LG-SSMs and142

HMMs, are intractable likelihoods, the calculation of which typically involves integration over143

T + 1 dimensions. The likelihood, L(θ|y1:T ), is central to classical and Bayesian inference.144

Classical inference via maximum likelihood estimation seeks θ that maximises L(θ|y1:T ).145
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Bayesian inference centres on the posterior distribution for θ:146

p(θ|y1:T ) =
π(θ)L(θ|y1:T )

m(y1:T )
, (4)

where π(θ) denotes the prior distribution and m(y1:T ) the (unconditional) marginal distri-147

bution, where the latter involves additional integration over θ. For a general overview see for148

example Reich and Ghosh (2019); van de Schoot et al. (2021) and Appendix A for further149

details.150

Before proceeding, we make remarks about two inferential procedures for the states:151

filtering and smoothing, as they are fundamental to inference about θ. Inference for αt,152

conditional only on the observations available up to time t, y1:t, is called filtering, with all153

information contained in the filtering distribution, p(αt|y1:t,θ). Inference for αt based on154

all available observations, y1:T , is called smoothing, with associated smoothing distribution,155

p(α0:T |y1:T ,θ). See Appendices D and E for further details. We now describe a range of156

different SSM fitting algorithms and discuss their usage.157

3.1 Kalman filter and extensions158

For ecological time-series data that are of LG-SSM form the likelihood can be easily calcu-159

lated by the Kalman filter (KF; Kalman (1960); Welch and Bishop (1995)). MLEs of the160

parameters can be obtained via numerical optimisation, or a Bayesian posterior distribu-161

tion can be explored. However, the LG assumptions are restrictive, necessitating the use of162

approximations or more advanced methods described later.163

3.1.1 Kalman filter164

We use univariate states and observations for simplicity. The LG-SSM assumptions hold if:165

yt|αt,θ ∼ Normal(cαt, σ
2);166

αt+1|αt,θ ∼ Normal(a+ bαt, τ
2),167
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where a, b, c, σ and τ are parameters. For the mathematical details of the KF, including how168

to calculate the likelihood function, see Box 1. An example of the LG-SSM is the (stochastic)169

Gompertz population model where αt is log population size, yt are noisy observed data of αt170

(with c = 1), and b incorporates density-dependence (Dennis et al., 2006).171

Box 1. LG-SSM & Kalman Filter. The linear-Gaussian SSM (LG-SSM) is arguably the

most celebrated SSM. Its success is mostly due to the tractability of the inferential methods

(see Section 3). The observation model is expressed as

yt = Ztαt + εt, (5)

for t = 1, . . . , T , where Zt denotes the (K ×m) observation process matrix (and a function

of the model parameters) and εt the (K × 1) vector corresponding to observational noise.

We typically assume that εt ∼ N (0,Ht), independently of each other, where 0 denotes the

column vector with each element equal to 0 and Ht is a (potentially time varying) covariance

matrix.

The process model is given by

αt = T tαt−1 + ηt, (6)

for t = 1, . . . , T , where T t denotes the (m ×m) transition matrix that governs the changes

of the state-vector from occasion t to occasion t + 1 (and is a function of the model param-

eters); and ηt an (m × 1) vector, such that, ηt ∼ N (0,F t), corresponding to the stochastic

(e.g., environmental) variability. For many ecological applications the state vector comprises

the abundances of individuals in several age (and or state) classes. In such a situation, the

formation of T t can be fairly straightforward for state vectors of small dimension, however

it is sometimes of interest, and simpler, to decompose the formation of T t into intermediate

sub-processes, such as survival, ageing, reproducing, movement, etc. (Buckland et al., 2004).
172
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Box 1 (cont). For the special case of the linear and Gaussian model, the log of the observed

data likelihood can be calculated explicitly as follows:

log p(y1:T |θ) = −T
2

log 2π − 1

2

T∑
t=1

(
log |F t|+ vtF−1t vt

)
,

where vt and F t are quantities calculated routinely from application of the Kalman filter,

which is defined by the following set of equations:

vt = yt −Ztat

F t = ZtP tZ
>
t +Ht

Kt = T tP tZ
>
t F
−1
t

at+1 = T tat +Ktvt

Lt = T t −KtZt

P t+1 = T tP tL
>
t +Qt

where at = E(αt). This form of the likelihood is sometimes referred to as the prediction error

decomposition likelihood owing to the interpretations of vt and F t. Since the likelihood is

available in closed form, the parameters can be estimated, classically, via maximum likelihood

using a numerical optimisation algorithm or the posterior distribution of the parameters formed

within a Bayesian analysis.

In order to obtain the mean of the distribution of αt conditional on the whole sample y1:T

fixed-interval smoothing can be implemented using the following recursive equations:

at|T = at + P ∗t (at+1|T − T t+1at)

P t|T = P t + P ∗t (P t+1|T − P t+1)P ∗>t

where aT |T = aT and P T |T = P T are values from the Kalman filter recursions above and

P ∗t = P tT
>
t+1P

−1
t+1.

173
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3.1.2 “Approximate linear” Kalman filter174

Many models are non-linear but preserve additive Gaussian residuals. Extending the Gom-175

pertz example, different density-dependence assumptions lead to non-linear dynamics (de Valpine176

and Hastings, 2002; Wang, 2007). Similarly, within the observation process, specifying the177

additive Gaussian error to be on the (non-log) population scale leads to a non-linear com-178

ponent, such that yt|αt, σ
2 ∼ Normal(exp(αt), σ

2). See Knape et al. (2011) and Einarsson179

et al. (2016) for additional examples.180

An approximation called the extended KF (EKF) applies a first-order Taylor expansion to181

non-linear model components within the KF algorithm (Einarsson et al., 2016; Sarkka, 2013,182

Chapter 5). However, its accuracy depends on the degree of non-linearity and will yield biased183

estimates if inaccurate. An alternative is the unscented KF (UKF), which propagates weights184

for a small set of state values (Wan et al., 2001). Wang (2007) found that UKF consistently185

outperformed EKF for population dynamics models, and moreso for stronger non-linearity,186

making it the preferred of these methods. The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF), originally187

proposed as a computationally efficient approach for high dimensional system states, can188

be more generally applied to non-linear SSMs and involves simulating states to estimate189

covariance matrices (see Katzfuss et al. (2016) and Michaud et al. (2021) for more details).190

More recently the EnKF has been applied to non-Gaussian distributions and continues to191

perform well (Katzfuss et al., 2020; Michaud et al., 2021).192

3.1.3 “Approximate Gaussian” Kalman filter193

Some models that do not have Gaussian distributions may be approximated as Gaussian194

based on mean(s) and variance(s). For example, Poisson and binomial distributions can195

be approximated as Gaussian distributions if the number of individuals is “large” and the196

binomial probability is not close to 0 or 1. Besbeas et al. (2002) proposed this approach for197

a population dynamics model for juvenile and adult birds where the binomial assumption198

for survival and Poisson assumption for reproduction rendered the model non-Gaussian.199

Approximating these as Gaussian distributions performed well for reasonable population200

sizes (King et al., 2004). With the model “shoe-horned” into a LG-SSM, the KF likelihood201
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can be used for maximum likelihood or Bayesian methods.202

3.2 Likelihood approximation and beyond203

The above approximations may fail if models are too far from being linear and/or Gaussian.204

Here we discuss more general methods for handling the likelihood, approximately or exactly.205

3.2.1 Laplace approximation206

The Laplace method is a general and efficient approach for approximating some integrals207

(see Appendix B for mathematical details). In particular, the Laplace method uses a multi-208

variate Gaussian approximation for the likelihood via a second-order Taylor expansion of the209

integrand over all time steps. Applying the Laplace approximation to SSMs, we can estimate210

the likelihood using,211

L(θ|y1:T ) ≈ p(y1:T , α̂0:T |θ) (2π)
T+1
2

∣∣∣H−1α̂0:T

∣∣∣ 12 ,
where, for given θ, α̂0:T maximises the complete-data likelihood, p(y1:T ,α0:T |θ), and Hα̂0:T

212

denotes the Hessian (matrix of second derivatives) of ln p(y1:T ,α0:T |θ) evaluated at α̂0:T .213

We note that using the Laplace approximation for obtaining an estimate of the MLEs of214

θ involves two stages of optimisation: the inner optimisation over α̂ for given θ; and the215

outer optimisation over θ. Laplace approximation has been widely applied to SSMs for fishery216

stock assessment (e.g. Kristensen et al., 2016) and for marine animal movement (Auger-Méthé217

et al., 2017; Albertsen et al., 2015). While most applications of the Laplace approximation to218

SSMs have been in a classical framework, Monnahan and Kristensen (2018) recently carried219

out a Bayesian analysis and also commented on inaccuracies of the approximation for a220

specific case study.221

Laplace approximation can also serve as the first step for more accurate methods. Im-222

portance sampling uses simulations from some distribution that can roughly approximate223

p(α0:T |y1:T ,θ) ∝ p(y1:T ,α0:T |θ). Weighted calculations can then approximate the likeli-224

hood. The optimum α̂0:T and corresponding Hessian provide a natural choice of Gaussian225
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approximating distribution (Skaug, 2002). A further extension is the Laplace importance226

Gauss-Hermite algorithm (Elvira et al., 2020). In both cases, asymptotically exact inference227

can be achieved with large simulation sizes. However all of these methods can struggle to228

work well for highly nonlinear dynamics (e.g., when the state distribution is bimodal) or for229

long time series.230

3.2.2 Discrete approximation231

If the dimensionality of states, αt, is low (i.e. at most 2 or 3), very good approximations to232

the sequential form of the likelihood, given in Equation (3), can be obtained by discretising233

(making a grid for) values of αt (de Valpine and Hastings, 2002; Langrock and King, 2013;234

Besbeas and Morgan, 2020). A first-order approximation uses the probability of transitioning235

from each cell at time t to each other cell at t+ 1, for example using a mid-point rule. This236

results in a HMM, reducing the integral to a set of closed form matrix operations; see Box237

2. Higher accuracy results can be obtained using, for example, the “trapezoid method” of238

assuming line segments between discretised states, and/or using the fast Fourier transform239

to propagate additive Gaussian noise efficiently (de Valpine and Hastings, 2002). In general,240

there is a trade-off between accuracy and computational efficiency. Smaller grid cells will241

give more accurate results, but the method suffers from a “curse of dimensionality”: if αt242

has too many dimensions, taking the Cartesian product of these states to define the overall243

combined state may lead to a computationally infeasible number of potential state transitions.244

In principle it is straightforward to repeat the analyses with decreasing grid sizes, adaptive245

grid cells and/or increasing complex estimates of the transition probabilities to investigate246

the robustness of the approach and the associated computational time trade-offs (Besbeas247

and Morgan (2019, 2020); Borowska and King, unpublished data). For low dimensions248

the approximation can be made arbitrarily accurate and is thus an attractive (and in our249

view under-used) model-fitting approach. The approach has been used within numerous250

ecological applications including accounting for observation error over space for telemetry251

models (Pedersen et al., 2011), population dynamics models (Besbeas and Morgan, 2019,252

2020) and capture-recapture-type models with continuous individual time-varying covariates253

(Langrock and King, 2013).254
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Box 2. HMM & Likelihood Inference. If the values taken by the underlying system

states belong to a finite set of discrete values, denoted {1, . . . ,M}, then the corresponding SSM

reduces to a hidden Markov model (HMM) with an explicit likelihood expression. However

we note that this distinction of terminology of SSM referring to continuous-valued states and

HMM for discrete-valued states is not universal. The HMM has analogous model components

as for the SSM, but now defined for discrete system states. Note that for notational simplicity

we assume that the latent states are univariate (though if this is not the case the set of possible

states can be specified in such a manner by taking the Cartesian product over possible state

combinations). The HMM is then defined via the following components:

1. The initial state distribution: δ of dimension (1×M) such that δj = P(α1 = j) (assuming

that the initial state distribution is specified at time 1)

[equivalent to g(α1|θ)];

2. The state model: defined via the (M×M) transition probability matrix, Γt−1 = (γij)t−1,

such that γijt−1 = P(αt = j|αt−1 = i) for i, j = 1, . . . ,M

[equivalent to g(αt|αt−1,θ)];

3. Observation model: define via the (M × M) observation process matrix, P (yt) =

diag(f(yt|αt = 1,θO), . . . , f(yt|αt = M,θO)), where θO denotes the parameters as-

sociated with the observation process only.

[equivalent to f(yt|αt,θ)].

The likelihood of the HMM is expressible in closed form, replacing the integral in Equation

(3) by a finite sum, so that,

L(θ|y1:T ) = δP (y1)

T−1∏
t=1

ΓtP (yt+1)1,

where, 1 denotes the (M × 1) row vector with each element equal to 1. For further discussion

of HMMs, see for example, Zucchini et al. (2016).

For the discrete HMM approximation to the SSM the states 1, . . . ,M will typically correspond

to a set of intervals (in the univariate case) or higher-dimensional boxes (in the multivariate

case). Transitions between these states are a function of the general state model g(αt|αt−1,θ),

approximated using the mid-point rule or higher dimensional approximations (Langrock, 2011;

Langrock and King, 2013). A similar approximation is made in relation to the observation

process.
255
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3.2.3 Sequential Monte Carlo256

Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC; Chopin and Papaspiliopoulos (2020)) methods, or particle257

algorithms, are essentially iterative importance sampling procedures (see Appendix C) that258

simulate values of the states, α0:T , often referred to as particles, combined with a resampling259

procedure. The simulated states are used to construct stochastic approximations of filtering260

and smoothing distributions, as well as the likelihood. The terminology particle filtering261

(PF) and particle smoothing is often used for these approximations. SMC procedures typ-262

ically include a resampling schedule, where particles with higher weights are retained and263

replicated, and particles with lower weights are discarded. Details on general recursive filter-264

ing and smoothing algorithms are given in Appendices D and E; and an example is described265

in Appendix F.266

Two features that distinguish different SMC algorithms are (i) the importance sampler267

and (ii) the resampling schedule. These affect both the variance and bias of the approxi-268

mated distributions/likelihood as well as computational expense. The primary issue with269

SMC methods is particle depletion, which arises when there are very few non-negligible270

weights associated with the simulated states. The weights are functions of the observation271

distribution and simulated state values. If the simulated states are “at odds” with the ob-272

served data, the weights will be small or negligible. An importance sampler that is closer to273

the target distribution (e.g., the filtering distribution) will yield simulated states more con-274

sistent with observations. Resampling is a delicate balancing act between removing particles275

with low weights whilst ensuring a large enough number of unique particles. Ironically, par-276

ticle depletion worsens with more precise observations, as this limits the range of state values277

that are reasonable. Particle depletion is further exacerbated by mis-specified state models.278

A range of SMC algorithms have been proposed to reduce particle depletion. Notably, the279

auxiliary PF (APF; Pitt and Shephard (1999)) uses information of the new observation at280

the prediction step, generating more likely states (for example, see Thomas et al. (2005)281

for an application to a stage-structured population of grey seals). However, more complex282

algorithms can be more challenging to understand and/or fit so that understanding when283

such algorithms may fail can be particularly useful. For example, the APF generally per-284

forms poorly when the variability of the system process, g(αt|θ,αt−1), is large relative to285
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the observation process, f(yt|θ,αt), (Elvira et al., 2019).286

SMC methods are particularly useful for complicated models, including, for example,287

when there are constraints on the processes, or the state-dimensions change stochastically.288

Further, many SMC methods only require simulating from the state process model rather289

than calculating its distribution (the “plug-and-play” feature; Ionides et al., 2015). This is290

advantageous for process models that are a sequence of random sub-processes, e.g., survival291

and reproduction, where the underlying probability models can be quite complex, including292

convolutions (for further discussion see Buckland et al. (2004)). In the remainder of this293

section we discuss classical and Bayesian approaches that use SMC with an emphasis on294

“off-line” procedures, where inferences are made from the complete time series, y1:T . More295

detailed description of SMC methods for estimating θ in SSMs are found in Kantas et al.296

(2015) and Chopin and Papaspiliopoulos (2020); see also Michaud et al. (2021) for concise297

pseudocode.298

Classical inference299

Classical approaches based on SMC methods typically produce a stochastic estimate of300

the likelihood and then apply some optimisation algorithm. A difficulty is that the likelihood301

to maximise is now stochastic rather than smooth (de Valpine, 2004, Figure 4). To address302

this issue an importance sampling-type approach was proposed by Hürzeler and Künsch303

(2001). The idea is to get a smooth but local (in θ) approximation to the likelihood surface304

around a user-specified θ0 based on a single sample, and reuse that sample repeatedly for305

different θ values to move towards the MLE. If the approximation breaks down, i.e., the306

weights for a few particles are dominating, a new value of θ0 is chosen and a new sample is307

created. In other words use SMC to generate N sets of particles, and calculate N associated308

estimates of the likelihood, L̂i(θ0|y1:T ), i=1,. . . ,N . For a different value of θ, say θ′, calculate309

N likelihoods using those same N sets of particles and the value θ′, which are denoted310

L̂i
θ0

(θ′|y1:T ), with the subscripting of L emphasising the dependence on θ0. The average of311
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the ratios of these likelihoods given by,312

L̂(θ′|y1:T ) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

L̂i
θ0

(θ′|y1:T )

L̂i(θ0|y1:T )
,

is then an importance sampling estimate of the likelihood of interest, L(θ|y1:T ). The practical313

problem with this is the difficulty in choosing θ0, as the variance of the estimate will often be314

high if θ′ is far from θ0. In brief, importance sampling across high dimensions is extremely315

difficult.316

An alternative approach is the iterated filtering (IF) method (Ionides et al., 2006). IF317

uses θ particles that are randomly perturbed at each time step of each iteration of the filter.318

The perturbation scale (e.g. standard deviation) follows a schedule of decreasing magnitude319

such that the average of the θ particles will converge to the MLE (Ionides et al., 2006, 2011).320

To improve the performance of the algorithm, a variety of tuning parameters are available321

including the convergence schedule, initial distribution of θ particles, perturbation scale, and322

number of particles (Ionides et al., 2015). Too fast a schedule and/or too few particles can323

give false convergence (Michaud et al. (2021), Figure 4), so that some care is required in its324

implementation. For ecological applications of iterated filtering, see for example, Breed et al.325

(2012); Dowd and Joy (2011); Fasiolo et al. (2016).326

Bayesian inference327

SMC is used in two ways to achieve Bayesian inference. One simulates the states (to328

obtain an estimate of the marginal likelihood); the other simulates both the states and the329

model parameters θ, which permits estimation of the parameters via the associated weights of330

the generated particles. The Liu-West filter (LWF Liu and West, 2001) is an example of the331

latter. The LWF introduces artificial “state dynamics” for the parameters and simple random332

perturbations to alleviate particle depletion. Thomas et al. (2005) applied this method to333

gray seal metapopulation dynamics, while Newman et al. (2006) used it for salmon population334

dynamics. However, a drawback is bias that is introduced by these artificial perturbations335

of θ (Kantas et al., 2015), with Chopin et al. (2013) demonstrating relatively severe biases336

in an estimate of mean volatility in a stochastic volatility model. Thus we advise caution if337
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using this method.338

Particle MCMC (PMCMC; Andrieu et al., 2010) uses MCMC to sample from the posterior339

distribution of the parameters, θ, where the likelihood function is replaced by an SMC340

approximation. PMCMC is “exact approximate” in that the posterior distribution for θ341

is correct even though the SMC used to obtain the likelihood is only an unbiased estimate.342

However, the algorithm is generally computationally expensive. In practice there is a trade-off343

between the number of particles used and the mixing of the Markov chain (Michaud et al.,344

2021, Figures 2-3), thus some pilot-tuning is generally advisable. Examples of ecological345

applications of PMCMC are given by Knape and De Valpine (2012); Hosack et al. (2012);346

Osada et al. (2019); Finke et al. (2019). See Appendix G for more details. Further, we note347

that, this approach can also be used to obtain estimates of posterior model probabilities348

among competing models (Finke et al., 2019).349

The SMC2 method (Chopin et al., 2013) is an amalgamation of one SMC algorithm for350

states, conditional on θ, and another SMC algorithm, Iterated Batch Importance Sampling351

(Chopin, 2002, IBIS) for parameters. There are two distinct features of SMC2: (i) for given352

θ, an SMC algorithm is carried out to produce an estimate of the likelihood L(θ|y1:T ); (ii)353

the sample of θ values are periodically replenished, using a Metropolis-Hastings procedure354

for example, to produce new values of θ. SMC2 is an accurate method but requires significant355

computational resources, particularly for long time series; a more computationally efficient356

alternative is the nested particle filters (Crisan and Miguez, 2018). Application of SMC2 to357

ecological models appears to be relatively limited, one example being a toy application to358

the Lotka-Volterra model by Jacob (2015). Appendix H provides additional details.359

Advanced SMC360

We discuss some recent approaches that as yet do not appear to be well known/used361

within the ecological literature. In particular, fast variational methods have been developed362

to approximate target distributions of interest with simpler parametric forms and decrease363

computational effort. The approximating distribution is a parametric distribution, denoted364

q(·|λ), that is expressed as a function of some parameters, λ. The value of λ is optimised365

via a given criterion, such as the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the target and q(·|λ)366
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(Blei et al., 2017). Such variational methods have been combined with SMC for the filtering367

distribution. For example, Naesseth et al. (2018) specify the approximate parametric distri-368

bution q(αt|αt−1,λ) with λ iteratively improved via variational inference; and Courts et al369

(unpublished data) propose an MLE of θ via a variational approach that iteratively improves370

the lower bound of the likelihood. Alternatively, there have been proposed advanced particle371

filters that require fewer particles (for example, the improved (I)APF in Elvira et al. (2018)372

and the optimised (O)APF in Branchini and Elvira (2021)) and approaches for reducing par-373

ticle depletion that include the use of non-linear transformations of the importance weight,374

improving the sample diversity following resampling at the expense of introducing additional375

bias (Ionides, 2008; Martino et al., 2018). Recent works have built on these ideas via the376

investigation of the effective sample size and proposed novel alternative metrics for adaptive377

resampling with SMC (Martino et al., 2017)378

3.3 Markov chain Monte Carlo using Bayesian data augmentation379

While the likelihood is analytically intractable due to the unknown latent states that need380

to be integrated out, the complete data likelihood, p(y1:T ,α0:T |θ), is generally trivial to381

calculate. It is simply the product of the simpler observation and state model distributions382

(see Equation (3)), and this suggests a Bayesian data augmentation approach for general383

SSMs, where the latent states are treated as parameters (or auxiliary variables). The joint384

posterior distribution of the model parameters and latent states can be expressed as,385

p(θ,α0:T |y1:T ) ∝ g(α0|θ)
T∏
t=1

f(yt|αt,θ)g(αt|αt−1θ)π(θ),386

where π(θ) denotes the prior for θ. Specifying the latent states as additional parameters387

means that the joint posterior distribution is easily evaluated (up to proportionality) and388

standard MCMC algorithms can be used to sample from p(θ,α0:T |y1:T ). The marginal389

posterior distribution for θ is obtained by integrating over the auxiliary variables, p(θ|y0:T ) =390 ∫
p(θ,α0:T |y1:T )dα0:T . This is typically performed indirectly within an MCMC sampling391

algorithm: given a set of sampled values from the joint posterior distribution, p(θ,α0:T |y1:T ),392

considering only the sampled θ values integrates out the α0:T values and can be regarded as393
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a sample from p(θ|y1:T ). For some applications, posterior distributions of α0:T are also of394

interest, and can be similarly obtained.395

The performance of the MCMC algorithms in this context ranges from fast and efficient396

to prohibitively slow and inefficient, depending on model structure, length of time series and397

observed data. See Appendix A and references therein for further discussion. The sequential398

Markov structure simplifies single-updates for latent states since the conditional distribution399

at time t only requires the system processes at times t−1 and t, and the observation process400

at time t; whereas updating the parameters typically requires the calculations over all time401

steps (and hence is computationally slower). However, this Markov structure also leads to402

high posterior correlations between the latent states (posterior correlation with parameters403

can also be high), leading to high autocorrelation in the MCMC chains, and slow exploration404

of the parameter space (see, for example, King (2011)). More advanced strategies include405

“semi-complete” data likelihood approaches, where a selectively chosen subset of unknown406

states are not treated as auxiliary variables and imputed but are instead integrated out407

numerically such that the correlation between the auxiliary variables is reduced (Borowska408

and King; unpublished data), and blocked updates, simultaneously updating multiple states409

within a single update (Fearnhead, 2011). Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC; Neal (2011))410

represents a distinct blocking approach for (necessarily continuous-valued) parameters. HMC411

uses the shape of the posterior surface to determine the proposal distribution at each itera-412

tion, increasing the computational cost in terms of calculating the necessary gradients but413

having the advantage of traversing the posterior space more quickly. In the case of SSMs414

HMC is typically applied by simultaneously updating both the model parameters, θ, and415

auxiliary variables, α0:T . For a wide range of ecological SSM examples of Bayesian data416

augmentation using a variety of different MCMC algorithms, see for instance, Millar and417

Meyer (2000); Jamieson and Brooks (2004); Brooks et al. (2004); King et al. (2008); King418

(2011); McClintock et al. (2012, 2013); Monnahan et al. (2017); Best and Punt (2020).419

3.4 Other sampling based methods for classical inference420

For general SSMs there are a variety of methods that permit the calculation of MLEs of the421

parameters using ideas/techniques often associated with sampling and/or data augmentation.422
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3.4.1 Monte Carlo EM423

The EM (Expectation-Maximisation) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) is often applied to424

missing data problems to obtain the MLEs of the model parameters via an iterative two-step425

process. Step 1 (the “E”-step) involves calculating the expectation of the log-likelihood of426

the data given the model parameters; Step 2 (the “M”-step) calculates the values of the427

model parameters that maximises this expectation. Iterating these steps leads to parameter428

values that converge to their associated MLEs. See Morgan (2000) for further discussion429

and detailed case studies. For general SSMs the expectation in the E-step is analytically430

intractable. In this case, Monte Carlo (MC)EM can be applied, which uses a MC estimate431

of the expectation by simulating a set of N latent states from the smoothing distribution432

p(α0:T |y1:T ,θ), denoted α1, . . . ,αN (for example, by using SMC or MCMC). The M-step433

updates θ by maximising the MC estimate of the log-likelihood function given by,434

E[ln p(y1:T ,α0:T |θ)] ≈ 1

N

N∑
j=1

ln

[
g(αj

0|θ)
T∏
t=1

f(yt|α
j
t ,θ)g(αj

t |α
j
t−1,θ)

]
.435

Despite the apparent relative simplicity, the EM algorithm can be slow to converge and there436

is a computational trade-off between the number of samples generated, N , and computational437

time. Large N is typically required due to the fine-scale maximisation issues owing to the438

stochastic approximation of the E-step; but leads to increased computational cost. For439

further discussion and a range of ecological applications, see for example, de Valpine (2012);440

Halladay (2007); Stoklosa et al. (2015); Picchini and Samson (2018).441

3.4.2 Data cloning442

The idea of data cloning (DC) is to obtain the MLEs of the parameters, and their variances,443

using a Bayesian framework where the likelihood is artificially amplified so that the corre-444

sponding posterior distribution is dominated by the data and the distribution approaches445

a multiple of the large-sample distribution of the maximum likelihood estimates. This is446

achieved by creating a new data set consisting of M exact “clones” of the data, denoted447

YM
1:T= (y11:T , . . ., yM1:T ), where yj1:T = y1:T for j = 1, . . . ,M . The posterior distribution is448
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formed, p(θ|YM
1:T ), assuming some arbitrary prior, and explored using standard techniques449

(Lele et al. (2007) advocate an MCMC data augmentation approach). The MLE of the pa-450

rameters is estimated by the posterior mean, and the associated standard error the posterior451

standard deviation multiplied by
√
M . See Lele et al. (2007) for the associated justification452

and application to Gompertz and Ricker models. DC is more computationally demanding453

than a standard Bayesian approach (with M = 1) because every clone requires separate454

latent states. In general, there is a trade-off between accuracy in terms of the number of455

clones, M , and computational expense. Using an MCMC data augmentation approach, the456

number of additional imputed latent states will be M times larger than the observed data.457

See Lele et al. (2010) for further discussion regarding determining a suitable value for M458

and additional inference on the latent states; and for ecological applications, see for example,459

Ponciano et al. (2009); Schlägel and Lewis (2014).460

3.4.3 Monte Carlo kernel likelihood461

The Monte Carlo kernel likelihood (MCKL) approach uses kernel smoothing of the posterior462

distribution of θ to approximate its density (de Valpine, 2004, 2012). In particular, de Valpine463

(2004) proposed the use of a Bayesian approach to obtain a sample of θ values from its464

associated posterior distribution before the impact of the prior is “divided out”, yielding465

a likelihood approximation. This is, at first glance, a potentially hazardous idea because466

kernel density estimation suffers from a curse of dimensionality, in this case in relation to the467

number of model parameters i.e. the dimension of θ. However, it is at its most accurate for468

estimating a mode (maximum), the sample sizes can be very large due to MCMC sampling,469

corrections from distribution theory can be applied, and the whole procedure can be iterated470

to improve accuracy. de Valpine (2004) gave highly skewed posterior examples where the471

approach was accurate for even up to 20 parameter dimensions. This approach has been472

seldom applied, but remains potentially useful (see Karban and de Valpine, 2010).473
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3.5 Likelihood-free methods474

For SSMs that are highly non-linear, model-fitting can be particularly difficult. In such475

instances, likelihood-free (or information-reduction) methods (Hartig et al., 2011), namely,476

Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC; Sisson et al. (2018); Martin et al. (2019)) and477

synthetic likelihood (SL; Wood (2010); Drovandi et al. (2018)), are alternative approaches.478

These approaches rely only on the ability to simulate data from the SSM, given the model479

parameters. This involves simulating the underlying states (α1:T ) from the state model,480

and then, conditional on these, simulating data (y1:T ) from the observation model, another481

example of “plug-and-play”. Model parameter values (and potentially system states) are482

deemed plausible if they generate data that are similar to the observed data. Similarity483

is typically defined by transforming the data into a vector of lower dimensional summary484

statistics and using a distance measure, such as the squared Mahalanobis distance function.485

For ABC there is a further specification to be made in terms of the tolerance (or threshold),486

such that parameter values are retained if this distance measure is within the tolerance.487

In practice a range of tolerances may be used to assess the sensitivity of the approximate488

posterior samples to this level, and to determine an appropriate tolerance to use. For the489

SL approach, a parametric (multivariate normal) distribution is assumed for the summary490

statistics, which implicitly defines the given distance metric and removes the need for any491

additional tolerance level to be specified. See Fasiolo and Wood (2018) for further discussion492

and comparison of the ABC and SL approaches.493

ABC and SL have been successfully applied to several ecological state-space models,494

(Wood, 2010; Scranton et al., 2014; Fasiolo and Wood, 2018; Ruiz-Suarez et al., 2020).495

The principle challenge lies in the specification of the reduced summary statistics. For the496

ecological applications considered, summary statistics used range from the raw data values497

themselves to combinations of mean(s)/standard deviation(s), regression models fitted to498

the values (or their differences) and/or auto-covariance functions. In practice, biological499

knowledge may be useful to identify the most important or useful summary statistics, which500

may be weighted accordingly. Similarly it may be possible to identify particular areas of lack501

of fit of the model to the data via such metrics. For increasingly complex SSMs, for example,502

higher-order Markov system processes, or highly nonlinear dynamics, it is often still trivial503
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to simulate data, and in these circumstances ABC and SL may provide a very useful tool.504

4 Discussion505

Regardless of the model-fitting method, checks should always be conducted to assess the506

fit of the SSM to the data, which can help diagnose poor-fitting models or even structural507

estimation problems. We discuss both relative and absolute goodness-of-fit measures before508

describing available SSM software and offering some general practical recommendations.509

4.1 Model assessment510

Parameter redundancy511

SSMs can encounter issues of parameter redundancy such that parameters are not uniquely512

estimable given the observed data (Knape, 2008; Auger-Méthé et al., 2016; Cole, 2020). Near513

parameter redundancy can also lead to poor precision and poor model-fitting performance.514

This has been observed for the process and observation errors, particularly for short time515

series, and ecological data sets are often of short duration, e.g., 10 years. Cole and McCrea516

(2016) discuss analytical approaches for detecting redundancy problems in SSMs, while Lele517

et al. (2010) describe the use of data cloning to do so, where the behaviour of the eigenvalues518

of the posterior variance-covariance matrix provide a measure of estimability. Repeated data519

collection within the study design can aid with disentangling these errors (Dennis et al., 2010;520

Knape et al., 2013; Besbeas and Morgan, 2020); while Besbeas and Morgan (2017) explored521

the use of penalised likelihood and pseudo-replicated series (involving replacing time-series522

values by neighbouring values).523

Constructing models that are (near) parameter redundant is, unfortunately, all too easy,524

particularly when considering multiple biological mechanisms acting on the system process525

and/or where the observed data are limited to only a subset of the latent states (e.g. only526

young/adults for age-structured populations; or where multiple processes occur between ob-527

servations). Even for very simple univariate LG-SSMs, problems can arise in separating the528

effects of state process variation and the observation noise. As both Dennis et al. (2006)529
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and Auger-Méthé et al. (2016) have shown there can be a ridge in the joint likelihood func-530

tion for the state and observation variances whereby nearly equivalent fits can result from531

combinations of low process variation-high observation noise and high process variation-low532

observation noise. This non-identifiability or weak identifiability can easily arise in other533

seemingly simple SSMs and hierarchical models in general and the unintended effects on534

statistical inference can be striking—see Staples et al. (2009) for the effects on estimates535

of the probability of quasi-extinction and see Lele (2020) for potential conflicts in Bayesian536

inference arising from seemingly harmless alternative parameterizations. The bottom line537

cautionary note is that the available data necessarily constrains the complexity of the SSM538

that can be fit.539

To improve estimability and to thus fit more complex SSMs, additional external data540

may be needed (Cole and McCrea, 2016). Incorporating different kinds of data from different541

surveys or data collection procedures can lead to integrated population models. For example,542

count data have been combined with other data such as ring-recovery (Besbeas et al., 2002,543

2005; King et al., 2008) or nest productivity data (Abadi et al., 2010; Besbeas and Morgan,544

2019) to separate survival from reproduction. Also, the inclusion of covariates, such as545

environmental conditions and/or density dependence, for sub-process models in the state546

model has been shown to improve identifiability (Besbeas et al., 2002; Finke et al., 2019;547

Polansky et al., 2021).548

Model assessment549

Once a model has been fitted to data it is useful to investigate how well the model de-550

scribes the data, i.e., the absolute goodness-of-fit. A well-fitting model provides confidence551

that the main biological drivers have been identified and the estimated parameters are mean-552

ingful. In contrast a poor-fitting model would lead to a more cautious interpretation and553

ideally identify where the lack-of-fit is most prevalent, potentially leading to alternative better554

fitting models. Newman et al. (2014, §5.6) outline the challenges for absolute goodness-of-555

fit procedures for SSMs, and provide a range of alternative procedures, including plotting556

appropriate residuals, measures of discrepancy (also called innovations), Bayesian p-values557

and cross-validation. Additional discussion is provided by Auger-Méthé et al. (2021). For558
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a general guide to Bayesian model checking for ecologists see Conn et al. (2018), who em-559

phasised the conservative nature of Bayesian p-values, as while they detect extreme model560

inadequacy, they can fail to detect more subtle misfit. Recent work has also focused on the561

one-step ahead predictions of the observations using different statistics to assess potential562

model mismatch (Karban and de Valpine, 2010; Djuric and Mı́guez, 2010; Thygesen et al.,563

2017; Elvira et al., 2017, 2021). Extending SSMs to integrated population models provides564

further goodness-of-fit challenges with Besbeas and Morgan (2014) proposing a calibrated565

simulation approach.566

Model selection567

Often there are multiple possible models that represent competing biological hypotheses568

and one may want to compare the models in terms of relative goodness-of-fit and to select569

a single model. Hooten and Hobbs (2015) provide a guide to model selection for ecologists;570

and for the specific application to SSMs see Newman et al. (2014, §5.4) and Auger-Méthé571

et al. (2021). A common model selection approach for ecological models is to use informa-572

tion criterion, notably Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and its variants (including the573

method of Bengtsson and Cavanaugh (2006) for SSMs, though this is relatively complex and574

computationally demanding) within classical analyses. The Watanabe-Akaike Information575

Criterion (WAIC; Watanabe and Opper (2010); Watanabe (2013, 2021)) is the preferred cri-576

terion for Bayesian analyses. Alternatively, within the Bayesian framework, posterior model577

probabilities (and the related idea of Evidence; Finke et al. (2019)) may be calculated to578

provide a quantitative comparison of competing models, and permit model-averaged esti-579

mates. These can be calculated using reversible jump (RJ)MCMC (Jamieson and Brooks,580

2004; King et al., 2009; Gimenez et al., 2009; King, 2011), SMC methods (Urteaga et al.,581

2016; Martino et al., 2017; Finke et al., 2019), or general “normalising constant” methods582

(de Valpine, 2012). Auger-Méthé et al. (2021) discuss these criteria further and emphasise583

that for information criteria the system processes need to be of the same dimension. To584

address this issue Besbeas, McCrea and Morgan (unpublished data) present ways to ensure585

that such model comparisons do not affect the asymptotic distribution of a likelihood-ratio586

test.587
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4.2 Software588

Many software packages provide one or more methods for some assortment of SSMs, and589

these range from application-specific domains to general model specification. Given the huge590

variety of packages, we classify some of the most widely used general packages in Table 1,591

excluding domain-specific applications (for example, packages for animal movement models,592

etc). However we do include some R packages that focus on types of models. For example, of593

particular interest to ecologists working with ecological communities and multiple species is594

the R package MARSS for “multivariate autoregressive state-space” modelling (Holmes et al.,595

2012) which is an implementation of probabilistic models for community stability, among596

other things (Ives et al., 2003). The underlying of assumptions of MARSS are normality and597

linearity; for an application see Hampton et al. (2013).598

Our list is non-exhaustive and the categories are coarse, as there are variants of each599

method and different ranges of models for each package, but will allow researchers to explore600

some of the methods summarised above. We would also recommend further investigation for601

additional domain-specific software/packages. Comparisons in terms of efficiency or range of602

supported models are beyond our scope. Most of the covered tools are, or can be interfaced603

from, R packages. Of course, individuals who are reasonably fluent writing R code can604

implement their own customised algorithms. Tools in Python, Julia, standalone C++, or605

other languages are not listed.606

A few important and interesting themes emerge from Table 1. MCMC “black-box” soft-607

ware packages such as nimble (de Valpine et al., 2017), JAGS (Plummer, 2016), Open/WinBUGS608

(Lunn et al., 2012), and Stan (Stan Development Team, 2021) are not specific to SSMs and609

support general model structures. LibBi (Murray, 2015) (and associated R package, rbi) is610

an SMC-specific package that supports a range of these methods. The packages pomp (King611

et al., 2016) and nimble stand out as the most general, making them useful for methodologi-612

cal research and comparisons per se, with nimble the most general due to its combination of613

extensible models and embedded algorithm language. Using nimble, the nimbleSMC package614

supports SMC methods, including some more advanced techniques such as APF, with the615

full model flexibility of the BUGS model language.616
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KF X 1
EKF X 1
UKF 1

EnKF X X
Laplace X 2

Discrete approx (HMM) X 4 4 4 4
SMC/PMCMC X X X

IF X X
LWF X 1

SMC2 X 1
MCMC (data augmentation) X X X X

MCEM X
MCKL 3 3 3 3

DC 3 3 3 3 X
ABC X 1

SL X
VI X

Table 1: Software packages (columns) against methods (rows). KF R packages include dlm,
FKF, KFAS, MARSS; HMM R packages include HiddenMarkov, depmixS4, msm. TMB = Template
Model Builder (Kristensen et al., 2016); dclone (Sólymos, 2010) is an R package. 1: Method
could be supported in nimble’s algorithm language but is not part of the package. 2: Method
is in development. 3: Any MCMC engine could be used for MCKL or DC. 4: HMMs must be
marginalised in Stan and may be handled in different ways in nimble, JAGS or Open/WinBUGS.

4.3 Practical guidance for implementation617

Here we offer guidance for fitting SSMs based on our experiences, admittedly subjective, with618

the different model-fitting approaches. There is no universal “best” approach, as they nearly619

all try to achieve valid classical or Bayesian inference but differ in difficulty of implementation,620

delicacy of tuning, and computational cost. In Table 2, we have compressed the pros and621

cons of each method into an overall score from 1 (hardest / slowest) to 4 (easiest / fastest),622

regardless of classical vs Bayesian analysis goals. We emphasise that the efficiency of different623

model-fitting algorithms depends on both the model structure and the observed data, so these624

are coarse scores. For example, high quality data with relatively small observation error can625

lead to high particle depletion within SMC approaches; conversely, small system process626

variation can lead to very high correlation and poor mixing within MCMC approaches.627
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General advice is to start with a relatively simple model, potentially oversimplified, and628

correspondingly simple model-fitting procedures, so as to get initial parameter estimates and629

predictions of observations. Goodness-of-fit assessment may indicate unacceptable results,630

and then one formulates a more complex SSM structure and applies a more sophisticated631

fitting procedure. And more iterations may ensue.632

For many problems, the Kalman Filter and its approximations, and MCMC with data633

augmentation of latent states, are the first stop for practical and effective methods. Maximum634

likelihood estimation with one of the KF-based methods can be fast and thus amenable to635

resampling-based model-checking and model-selection methods such as the moving-block636

bootstrap. MCMC, on the other hand, gives Bayesian accounting of uncertainty and use of637

prior information when desired. For relatively short time series, e.g., T ≤ 20, an MCMC fit638

may be fine even with relatively high correlations, so long as a long enough run can be made639

in an acceptable amount of time.640

When classical inference is desired but KF-based methods are inadequate, one can turn641

to Monto Carlo approaches, Laplace approximation, or discretisation. If the dimension of642

states (n) at each time step is small, discretisation into an HMM is particularly attractive and643

can give efficient and accurate results. While one needs to check the effects of different levels644

of discretisation of the state vector components, depending on the dimension of the state645

and model complexity, this is a relatively easy procedure. When MCMC is practical, the646

general Monte Carlo MLE methods of MCEM, MCKL and DC can be considered. Among647

these, DC can potentially be run from any MCMC engine and requires tuning the number648

of data clones. MCEM has simpler MCMC needs (only sampling latent states) and requires649

tuning parameters for stochastic convergence assessment. Both of these can require some650

trial and error. MCKL can be run from any MCMC engine but currently lacks a general651

package. Laplace approximation can be simple, fast, and practical, but its accuracy should652

be assessed; e.g., by simulating data from the fitted model and seeing if the score function653

(the derivative of the log likelihood) equals zero at the MLEs (personal communication, Hans654

Skaug). For state models that have probability distributions that are difficult to evaluate655

but can be simulated, then the IF algorithm is attractive as a “plug-and-play” procedure.656

When Bayesian inference is desired (and KF-based methods are inadequate), again Monte657
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Carlo approaches, particularly MCMC or SMC methods, can be employed. In general for658

complex higher-dimensional systems, such sampling based approaches may become neces-659

sary, though these often require a greater amount of pilot-tuning and are computationally660

more expensive. SMC methods come into their own when MCMC does not work well, either661

because the likelihood is hard to evaluate, or the posterior is highly correlated, or specialised662

MCMC sampling methods would be needed. The latter case might arise to respect a con-663

straint in the model, or to sample between different numbers of latent state dimensions,664

or to sample latent states for every individual in a population rather than for cohorts or665

whole populations. However, while SMC methods sound good in principle, in practice they666

can require large simulation sample sizes and can perform poorly for inadequate models, so667

they can take some effort to make work well. That said, there are many problems where668

MCMC does not work well (although standard MCMC implementations do indeed work669

well in many situations, too), or where online (real-time) forecasting is needed, so SMC is a670

rapidly developing field.671

Synthetic likelihood and approximate Bayesian computation are most useful when none of672

the above work, likelihoods are beyond reach, and one is willing to formulate ad-hoc metrics673

of what “fitting the data” should mean. For example, one might use various correlations over674

time and among observation dimensions as metrics that should match between model and675

data, in a spirit similar to methods-of-moments approaches. Then SL and ABC offer a path676

to a rough form of estimation and inference, contingent on the chosen metrics. Variational677

methods, on the other hand, come into their own when the time-series is so long that above678

methods bog down computationally.679

In summary, there is no single algorithm that dominates for general SSMs and model-680

fitting may require consideration of more than one technique to satisfactorily fit a model681

to data. However, there is an ever-growing set of computational algorithms and associated682

software (as discussed in Section 4.2) in the ecologists toolbox that can now be applied to a683

vast range of ecologically interesting and complex models.684
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LG ∆NL ∆NG NL/NG HNL

Likelihood evaluation/estimation

KF XXXX
EKF =KF X X
UKF =KF XXX
EnKF XXX XXX XXX XX
Approx KF =KF XXX
Laplace =KF XX XXX XX
Discrete (n = 1, 2) — XXXX XXXX XXXX XXX
Discrete (n = 3-5) — XX XX XX X
SMC (direct optimisation) — X X X X

Classical approaches

IF — XX XX XX X
MCEM — XX XX XX X
MCKL — XX XX XX X
DC — XX XX XX X
SL — X X X XX

Bayesian approaches

SMC/PMCMC — XX XX XX X
MCMC (data augmentation) — XXX XXX XXX X
SMC2 — XX XX XX X
Variational — XX XX XX X
ABC — X X X XX

Table 2: Overview of the general appropriateness of the different model-fitting tools for
different categories of models: LG = linear and Gaussian; ∆NL/NG = mild non-linearity
and/or non-Gaussian; NL/NG = non-linear and/or non-Gaussian; HNL = highly non-linear
SSMs. XXXX = generally easily applied and efficient; XXX = should be generally ap-
plicable but some mild additional considerations (such as further reasonable assumptions;
increased computational effort); XX = may be applicable under certain conditions with ad-
ditional considerations (such as stronger modelling assumptions; algorithm requires tuning;
increased computation effort); X = potentially applicable but greater considerations (such as
strong approximations required; potential bias; information reduction; large computational
effort); — denotes that although the approach can be applied it is not necessary due to
the analytical calculation of the likelihood via the KF, n for the discrete approaches is the
dimension of the state vector.
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